Salary Report 2019
A cross-industry survey of
digital professionals
across Belgium

new
insight

Welcome to the 3rd edition of the Belgian
digital market salary survey, providing
reliable and current insights into hiring
and salary trends in digital.

digital
adventure
Digital brings speed. It’s a fast moving
ecosystem, where technology, behaviours,
and priorities are in constant evolution.
Digital brings new ways of thinking and
working. Its disruption infuses every level of
the company.
Digital is happening now. It must be a high
priority at all costs. The new turn we see
happening is that the real transformation is
not about technology anymore, it’s about
people. A human-centered approach to an
organisation’s digital transformation will
bring sustainable change.
But do companies really invest in it? Are
salaries and rates really adequate in the
area of digital? This survey provides some
valuable answers to those questions.

Together,
we make digital
changes happen
faster.
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bout us
Ariad offers consultancy and staffing in digital customer experience
(CX), operating in Belgium, the Netherlands, and Spain. We’re active in
the top five brands per industry, counting with 85+ active consultants
working on in-house projects at clients, as well as staffing of digital
specialties and executive roles.

With a goal of growing and optimizing business, we work with the top
digital experts who can make real impact. But just as important as
expertise, we highly value culture fit and never forget to focus on the
human side of change management.
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trend in the
digital market
There is a fierce war for talent when it comes to digital
profiles – more so if you are looking for those rare
talents who are at the peak of the digital profession. But
despite all the hype, companies are struggling to build a
truly digital enterprise. Talent is key in constructing and
implementing successful strategy that puts the
customer first, and stays ahead of digital
transformation.
While salary is only one component, it is absolutely
critical in optimizing your talent resources. We can
always advise our clients on salary ranges based on the
current market to help keep them competitive. There are
subtle (or sometimes large) differences between the
professional needed for a specific role, team, location,
or industry--and salary and benefit offerings need to
reflect that to attract the best talent for your team.
Of course, we see more and more that competitive
salary or benefits might not be enough to hire the best
talent--and it definitely isn’t enough to keep them.
Actually, it’s not uncommon for us to help fill a role that
has seen a lot of turnover in the past. Because of our
close relationships with our clients and consultants, we
see an 80% retention rate after 2 years. This comes
from our ability to match cultures and goals--the
invisible factors that make all the difference. Still, the
right salary can often be a good way to open the door.

Kyra Goudenhooft

Ariad Recruitment Director
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Salary Survey 2019
Methodology

Ariad conducted a salary survey amongst their community of digital marketing
experts & leaders in Belgium.
618 respondents answered a set of questions with some differences depending on
whether they were working in permanent positions or as freelance workers. The
questions were asked in the following sections:
Part 1 : General Questions about job and industry
Part 2: Income permanent/ freelance
Part 3: Demographic Questions
All responses in this report are representative of all respondents (employment type,
job categories, industry, etc) unless otherwise specified.

Job Categories researched:
Digital Managers: E-commerce Manager, Head of Digital, Online Marketing
Manager, etc. Digital managers have people management or coordination
responsibility.
E-marketing / E-commerce Experts: Digital Marketing Expert, Search Marketing
Expert, Online Sales Expert, Online Traffic Expert, Online advertising expert…
E-communication Experts: Community Manager, Social Media Expert, Online
Communication Coordinator, Digital copywriter…
Project Manager / Product Owners: Web Project Manager, Digital Product Owner,
Mobile Product Owner …
Web / Data Analysts: Web Analyst, Digital Analyst, Customer Intelligence Expert,
Data Analyst …
UX / Web & Mobile Designers: UX/UI Designer, User Interface Designer, UX
Researcher, Information Architect…
Others: e.g. Account Manager, IT, Developer, Product Manager, Business
Manager...
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Global responses
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Industries investigated

From the 618 respondents of the salary survey, the following industries were
represented:
Agency & Consulting 24.27% of respondents.
IT 15.53% of respondents.
Retail & FMCG 13.27% of respondents.
Finance, Insurance & Legal 12.94% of respondents.
Other: (mainly freelancers working in several industries) 10.68% of
respondents.
Public sector 5.50% of respondents.
Telcom 4.21% of respondents.
Transport & Travel 3.88% of respondents.
Automotive 3.56% of respondents.
Utilities 3.24% of respondents.
Media & Entertainment 2.27% of respondents.
Pharma 0.56% of respondents.
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Professional profiles investigated
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The professional categories we represented in the following proportions:
Digital Manager category: 20% of respondents
E-marketing / E-commerce Expert catgory: 14% of respondents
E-communication Expert category: 10% of respondents
Project Manager / Product Owner category: 14% of respondents
Web / Data Analyst category: 7% of respondents
UX / Web & Mobile Designer category: 27% of respondents
Other: 8% of respondents
The most common profiles who responded "other" were listed as product
managers, business development or sales professional, and strategists.

Are you currently working as a permanent employee or as a freelancer?
Freelance consultants
42.1%
Permanent employees
57.9%

The majority of respondents are working as permanent employees, with 42%
working as consultants, and 58% permanent employees.
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Company sizes and reports
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How many employees does your company have in Belgium?
35% of respondents work at companies with up to 50 employees.
12% of the respondents work at a company with between 51 and 100 employees.
22% of respondents work at a company with between 101 and 500 employees.
32% of respondents work at a company with more than 500 employees.

How many people report directly to you?

7 to 20 people
8%
4 to 6 people
11%

No direct reports
54%

1 to 3 people
25%

We observe almost 70% of our respondents work for either small companies of up
to 50 employees, or large companies with more than 500 employees. There is a
nearly even divide between those with people reporting directly to them, and those
who do not have direct reports.
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Education
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What is the highest degree or level of education you have completed?

How many certificates relevant to your job do you have?
Almost 50% (46%) of the respondents have obtained between 1 and 3
certificates, such as: Adwords, Google Analytics, Hubspot, Facebook Blueprint,
Agile and Scrum methodology.
21% of the respondents have 4 or more certificates of digital expertise relevant
their job, while 26% have none at all. This shows a slight increase in certificate
ownership from 2017, where 28% of respondents has no certificates.

How many languages do you master well enough to give a presentation
in?
89% of the respondents speak 2 or 3 languages fluently enough to give a
presentation.
7% speak 4 languages, and 3% speak more than 4 languages.
4% of respondents only speak 1 language.

The average respondent has earned a Master's degree, and has between one and
three special certificates relevant to their job. They also speak two or three
languages well enough to give a presentation in those languages.
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Salary: fixed and variable
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What is your average monthly gross salary?
Permanent employees working in digital:
Average monthly gross income 4.035€
Average yearly gross income 48.430€
Compared to data from 2017, we see a significant rise in the salaries of permanent
employees. The average monthly gross income reflects an increase of 320€
(3.715€ in 2017) and a yearly increase of 3.850€ (from 44.580€ in 2017). This
shows an 8.6% increase in earnings for digital professionals in the past 2 years.
In comparing this with the national average for all jobs, the national monthly gross
income as of 2018 is 3.510€, 525€ or 13% less than the average worker in digital.
Studies from Salary Explorer report 5% overall salary increase in all jobs, digital and
non-digital, since 2017, suggesting that the rate of salary increase is faster within
digital.

What is your average yearly gross bonus?
For permanent employees in Belgium, the yearly gross bonus average is 4.187€.
This is an increase of 488€ from 2017 (3.699€).
100% of permanent employees who reported a gross monthly income of 6.700€ or
more reported having a yearly bonus. Also notably, when the monthly gross
income is higher than 7.500€, the average yearly bonus of a permanent employee
is 17.500€.
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Findings on current job
How long have you been doing your current job?
Permanent employees:
Less than 1 year

Up to 3 years

Between 3 and 5 years

More than 5 years
0
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Consultants:
Less than 1 year

Up to 3 years

Between 3 and 5 years

More than 5 years
0

20

40

60

The majority of consultants have been in their current job for less than one year,
whereas permanent employees see much wider distribution throughout the
years of experience. This is expected due to the shorter term nature of
consulting jobs.
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Salary satisfaction and raises
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Are you happy with your current salary?

How often do you usually expect to get a raise?

When observing salary satisfaction as a general trend, the majority (61.62%)
report being unsatisfied with their current salary. In regards to this, it is important
to keep in mind the other extra-legal benefits afforded to employees which are
detailed on the following page. Also important are the respondents' expectations
for raises, which nearly 70% (68.02) expect anually.
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Findings on benefits
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Which employee benefits do you have?

Other benefits specified by the respondent are: health insurance, pension plan,
additional holidays, public transport cards, retail discounts or stock options.
Nearly all respondents have extra-legal benefits of a laptop or computer (88.89%) ,
and meal vouchers or free lunch. Other popular extra benefits are mobile
subscriptions, ecocheques, mobile phone, company car and gas cards.
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Demographics
From the 618 respondents, 31% are female and 69% male.

Age:
45-54 years old
10%

18-24 years old
2%

35-44 years old
34%

25-34 years old
53%

Work location:
Limburg
4%

West Flanders
2%

Antwerp
15%

Flemish Brabant
10%

East Flanders
12%

Brussels
52%
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Freelance consultant responses
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Freelance Consultants

The following results have been reported from respondents working in freelance.
These figures are compared to permanent employees in the following section.

What is your average daily fee?
The average daily fee of a freelance consultant is 575.60€/day. This is a 4% increase
when comparing the average daily fee from 2017 respondents (552€).

How long is the initial contract duration of an average mission?
The average initial contract duration for freelancers is 7.5 months. This is slightly
longer than when studied in 2017, when average contract duration was reported at 7
months.

Are you happy with your current daily rate?

Freelancers report being only slightly more satisfied with their daily rate than
permanent employees are with their salaries (60% compared to 61.62%). This is a
decrease from the last survey, where 67% of freelancers reported being satisfied.

How long have you been working as a freelance consultant?
The average experience as freelance consultants of the respondents is
almost 5 years (4.7 years).
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Freelance Consultants
Specialty:

Web / data analyst
2%
Other
18.6%

Digital manager
13.7%

Project manager/ Scrum/ Agile
23.5%

UX
20.6%

e-communication/ CRM
4.9%
e-marketing/ e-commerce
16.7%

Others specialities include mainly copywriters, content marketers or webmaster,
among others.

Daily rate by job speciality
The average daily rate changes according to speciality or job category in digital.
For job category descriptions, see page 7.

Speciality

Average daily fee

Digital manager

623€

Project manager

627€

e-communication/CRM

518€

e-marketing/e-commerce

665€

UX/web mobile design

488€

Web / data analyst

279€

Others

594€
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As seen in the previous chart, the freelance digital experts with the highest daily
rates are the specialities of e-marketing and e-commerce. The specialities
include jobs such as: Digital Marketing Expert, Search Marketing Expert, Online
Sales Expert, Online Traffic Expert, and Online advertising expert. This rate is a
significant increase from the 2017 results, where e-marketing and e-commerce
specialists reported earning an average of 491€.
This average rate is followed closely by categories of digital managers and
project managers.

Daily rate by industry
The average daily rate also varies by industry in which the respondents work. The
highest earning industry is Automotive, followed by Transport & Travel, Agency,
and Retail & FMCG.
Industry

Average daily fee

Agency & Consulting

641€

Automotive

711€

Finance, Insurance & Legal

487€

IT

525€

Public sector

557€

Retail & FMCG

617€

Telcom

488€

Transport & Travel

650€

Utilities

507€

Daily rate by location
The average daily rate also varies by location in which the respondents work. The
highest earning location is Walloon Brabant, followed by East Flanders and West
Flanders.
Region

Average daily fee

Antwerp

580€

Brussels

550€

East Flanders

665€

Flemish Brabant

509€

Limburg

589€

Walloon Brabant

720€

West Flanders

638€
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Freelance Consultants
Daily rate by age

In examining daily rate by age, we see a steady increase with age. There were
no respondents working as freelance consultants under the age of 25.
Age ranges

Average daily fee

25-34

513,80€

35-44

593,55€

45-54

639,50€

+55

660€

Daily rate by years experience in digital
If we focus on the years of experience in digital rather than age, we continue to
note a correlation of increased daily rate with more years of experience,
although less linear than with age alone.
Years experience in digital

Average daily fee

1 - 3 years

533€

4 - 5 years

497€

6 - 10 years

565€

> 10 years

616€

Daily rate by level of education
We observe a steady increase of earnings reported with an increase of
education level, with respondents with Doctorate degrees being the highest
earners.
Education level

Average daily fee

Secondary school

537€

Bachelor's

561€

Masters

564€

Doctorate

685€
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Freelance Consultants
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Conclusions: freelance consultants
In sum, the highest paid freelance digital consultants work in ecommerce and e-marketing, project managers and digital managers.
They have a high level of education, with many years experience in
digital. The areas in which the freelance consultants are best paid
are West Flanders, East Flanders and Walloon Brabant. Freelancers
make the highest daily rates in the automotive, agencies &
consultancies and transport & travel industries.
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Permanent employee responses
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Permanent employees
Representation of Specialities

The following job categories were represented. For description of the categories,
refer to page 7. Other jobs represented include digital channel manager, digital
transformation manager or solution architect, among others.
Web / data analyst
9%
Digital manager
25%
Other
16%

Project manager/ Scrum/ Agile
13%

UX
17%

e-marketing/ e-commerce
12%

e-communication/ CRM
8%

Monthly income by job category
The average monthly income for permanent employees is 4.035€. The following
average monthly incomes were reported in different job categories.

Job Category

Average monthly income

Digital manager

4.431€

Project manager

4.160€

e-communication/CRM

3.802€

e-marketing/e-commerce

3.702€

UX/web mobile design

3.358€

Web/data analyst

3.278€
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Permanent employees

As seen on the previous page, the highest monthly income for permanent
employees are for those working as a Digital Managers, those who have people
management or coordination responsibility. Digital Management jobs include
specialities such as: E-commerce Manager, Head of Digital, or Online Marketing
Manager. This differs from freelance workers, who earn the most in the emarketing/E-commerce category, though both working groups earn the least in
the web/data analyst fields.
The next highest paid categories for permanent employees are project
managers and E-communication/CRM specialists.

Monthly income / industry:
In comparing the industries in which permanent employees work, the following
was reported.

Industry

Average monthly income

Agency & Consulting

3.882€

Automotive

4.095€

Finance, Insurance & Legal

4.342€

IT

3.959€

Media & Entertainment

4.161€

Pharma

6.100€

Public sector

3.175€

Retail & FMCG

4.413€

Telcom

3.695€

Transport & Travel

4.793€

Utilities

3.850€

The highest paid industry reported for permanent employees is the
pharmaceutical industry, followed by transport & travel, and retail & FMCG.
This shows some difference from freelancers, who earn the most in the
automotive industry. Permanent employees earn the least in the public
sector, follow by telecom industry, which is also the lowest earning industry
for freelancers.
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Monthly income by level of education completed
Level education

Average monthly income

Secondary school

3.208€

Bachelor's

3.967€

Masters

4.097€

Doctorate

4.560€

Higher education levels among permanent employees report higher earnings,
with those with Doctorate degrees earning the most comparatively. This is the
same as the results reported for freelancers.

Monthly income by years experience in digital
Years experience in digital

Average monthly income

less than 1 year

3.025€

1 - 3 years

3.111€

4 - 5 years

3.735€

6 - 10 years

3.932€

> 10 years

4.993€

Monthly income by age
Age ranges

Average monthly income

18-24

2.556,67€

25-34

3.378,53€

35-44

5.136,43€

45-54

5.344,23€

We can observe a clear correlation between more experience in digital and
higher earnings. There is a notable jump in the earnings of those
respondents who have more than ten years of experience. There is also
correlation between age and higher earnings for permanent employees, with
those over 35 earning on average about twice what those under 25 report
earning monthly. This is similar to the results of freelance workers, who
reported a great influence of age on earnings rather than years of experience
alone.
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Monthly income by region
Years experience in digital

Average monthly income

Antwerp

3.574€

Brussels

4.153€

East Flanders

3.456€

Flemish Brabant

4.789€

Liège

4.300€

Limburg

3.763€

Luxembourg

2.300€

Namur

3.750€

Walloon Brabant

5.233€

The average monthly income also varies by location in which the respondents
work. The highest earning location for permanent employees is Walloon
Brabant, followed by Flemish Brabant, and Liège. Freelance workers in
Walloon Brabant also reported the highest earnings.

Conclusions: permanent employees
In sum, the highest paid permanent employees can be found working
in the automotive industry, transport & travel, and retail & FMCG, and
are typically digital managers, project managers, and ecommunication/CRM specialists. They have a high level of education,
with many years experience in digital, and are over the age of 35. The
areas in which the best paid consultants live are Walloon Brabant,
Flemish Brabant and Liège.
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Conclusions: global observations and
trends
Who earns the most?

Based on reported earnings including bonuses, consultants working for
consultancies and freelance consultants have higher yearly incomes
on average than permanent employees. Permanent employees gross
48.430€ annually, and freelancers averaging 17 working days per
month at the average daily rate of 575,60€ would gross 117.442€.
These results are in agreement with the findings from 2017.

Which job categories show the most salary growth?
Looking at the salaries of permanent employees, the most growth is
seen in the categories of digital managers and e-communication/CRM,
which both increased the average monthly gross income significantly,
by over 300€. Growth for the daily rate of freelancers however was
strongest in the category of e-marketing/e-commerce.

Which job categories show the most popularity?
While many of the general demographics of the respondents were very
similar to the results of the previous survey, there was a much higher
participation rate of workers, both permanent and freelance, in the
UX/Web and mobile design category. This seems to indicate a much
greater presence of UX experts in the Belgian digital workforce.
Similarly, the reported daily rates for UX experts went down, from 510€
in 2017 to 488€ this year. This likely reflects less experienced UX
specialists having lower rates, or indicates that demand for these
workers has not risen as much as supply.
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Is there more demand for freelance or permanent employment?
Though not definitive, an indication of this is the increase in
respondents who work as freelancers in this edition of the survey.
Perviously, 32% of respondents we freelance consultants, compared to
42% this year. This could suggest a greater presence of freelancers in
the workforce.
What are the trends in extra-legal benefits?
We observe that benefits in general are increasing in quantity. The
most common benefit is a laptop/computer, with 89% of workers
receiving this, up from 85% in 2017. The second most popular, meal
vouchers or free lunch comes in at 83%, up from 80%. The biggest
increase was seen in the "other" category, which included a wide
variety of other benefits such as pension plans, transport cards, bike
leasing, gym passes, extra vacation days, retail discounts, and paid
subscription services like Spotify. This shows that employees are open
to a wide variety of traditional and non-traditional benefits. The same
amount of workers who receive no extra benefits remained steady at
3.5%.
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Thank you for reading our
report!
Are you looking for a personalized salary benchmark of
your digital marketing team? Are you looking for a new job, or
hiring for your team?
We'll help you find the right path through the maze of digital change.
Get in touch now: meetariad@ariadgroup.com
Stay up-to-date with the best digital jobs or freelance
assignments at the top companies in Europe at
www.ariadgroup.com/en/careers!

